Xl/r n t ) = X l / r n -t exp( -e ) for _00 < t < 00.
The quantity Sk/k~in both (1.1) and 0. .2) can very easily be replaced by .m ax S./1 . In this paper we will be interested in the behavior of this l<i<k 1 maximum. Besides the fixed growth rate given so precisely by (1, 2) , the 1 randomness of max S./k~is also of interest. Darling and Erdos [3] prove that l<i<k 1 if {X.} has finite absolute third moment then 1 (1.3) for all _00 < t < 00. As usual in n = qth iterated logarithm of n. concluding that this approximation is, in fact, very good. Thus the study of the partial sums from the stationary Gaussian sequences is more significant than any other particular case in this area.
From now on, let {X.} be assumed to be Gaussian. It is interesting to see 
I -
L(j) } < 00 n~n(J/,nJ/,n n)~j < n L(n) (1, 4) and lim inf { min with some additional conditions on the slowly varying function L(n) to make it well behaved then (1.7) for all _00 < x < 00.
(
for some e > 0 again with some additional conditions on r(n) then R.n 2 llr -R.n411
x -x n!<:
+ -----lr ) + exp( -e ) (2R.n 2 l/r n ) 2 (2R.n 2 l/r n )f or all _00 < x < 00.
The proofs as in [3] , compare the maximum~to that of a suitably chosen n stationary Gaussian process on an appropriate set. The sketch of the main idea 1 is as follows. We know that even though {Sk/(v(k))~} forms a standard Gaussian sequence, its no longer stationary. However, we could view this as coming from a stationary process being sampled with increasing frequency. If v(k)~kaL(k), o < a < 2, then sample from an a-process (i.e., the correlation function near There may seem a discripancy between (1.5) and (1.9). According to (1.5), 
for 0 < c < 00 then
for all _00 < x < 0 0 . We write
O<t<T where C(t) is a separable nonstationary Gaussian process with E C(t) = -Itla and Cov(C(s), C(t)) = Isl a + Itl a -Is-tl a .
Before we proceed to prove (2.3), we will state and prove two lemmas about E YkY t which will simplify the proof of the Theorem. 'J.
By £' we denote a small positive number depending on £, not necessarily the same at all places. Also [.] denotes integral part.
r., (2.1) and Theorem 1 in i=-j 1.
( [4] , pg. 273) gives that v(k) is regularly varying with exponent a = 0 + 1 and
Then the R.H.S. above is equal to
We need to show that the product of the last three terms in (2.7) could be bounded above and below by~~E' as k + 00. At (a), (b) and (c) below we find bounds for various quantites involved. First we look at v(t-k)/v(k).
The argument used here is repeated several times during the rest of the text.
We have 0 < l-k < E'k. If (t-k)~k 8 for some 0 < 8 < 1 then we can write v(t-k)~L(l-k) k a8 for large k and
. _~t-k~j+k for all k sufficiently large. Next, we w1ll look at~t -lj=l li=j rio For large k, by (2.1) we have
The fact that we need (t-k) sufficiently large to make the approximation 
bounded for the range of~and k under consideration. Thus
for all k sufficiently large.
for all k sufficiently large. Substituting in (2.7) we get the result. Lemma 2.2: If~> k + 00 such that~-k >~e for some e > 0 then (2.8) for some y > O. 1 (v(k)v(~))P roof of Lemma 2.2: We can write
If t/k is bounded then we can bound the terms in the bracket above by a
are bounded due to (2.2(i)) (Notice that the case 0=1 is excluded).
We now turn to the proof of the Theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.1: The proof is split into two parts. First establishing (2.9) lim inf n-+oo
nn X n for _00 < x < 00. We recall that j.
The constants B and X are defined after (2.3).
n n
We will split {Vi' 1 < i < n} into blocks t m~i < t m
where t m = [exp(Em)] for some E > 0 and m O is such that t mo~n . We will find a lower bound for the probability in L.H.S. of (2.9) by treating Y. in different 1.
blocks as independent since E YkY t will be shown to be nonnegative. Now. suppose It is sufficient to verify that By (2.4), for t < k < R, < t 1 mm+ to verify that P( max ZR, < 00) = l.
t <R,<t 1
Inm+ finite with probability one.
We write the first inequality above for the sake of convenience. For (R,-k) too small, we may not be able to write v(R,-k) tV (R,_k)a L(R,-k). However, the second inequality is correct for large k since we have chosen a' < a. The argument for other values of (R,-k) is similar to the one used before. Now, for values value of E', we can write for large k that for k,t ELm' Let {~(t), t~O} be standard stationary Gaussian process with covariance function 1 -(~+ E') Itla for 0 2 t 2 E. We see that the covariance is bounded below by that of {~t-t ' t ELm}' by Lemma (3.8) of Pickands [9] . H is defined in the statement of Theorem 2.1. a Substituting the value for u , we have the R.H.S. of (2.16) asymptotically equal Substituting in (2.17) we get that lim inf P(ll < 8 + x/x) _> exp(-(l + 2E,)1/a e-x ) n-n "n n-+oo for all E' > O. This concludes the proof of (2.9).
It is much easier to show the otherside viz, otice also that the largest value of depends only on £ and is absorbed in C. By Lemma 2.1, By Lemma (3.8) of [9] , the R.H.S. above is asymptotically equal to
H u~(u ). a n n Substituting in the product we get the desired result (2.18). The details of the last argument are very much similar to those in the first part of the proof and hence are not repeated. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
STRONGLY DEPENDENT CASE:
In last section we considered the cases when v(n)~na.L(n) for 0 < a < 2. In this section we will have a. = 2. The sequence {X., i > O} and~are as described in Section 2.
1.
n Theorem 3.1: Let f be a probability density function on the real line and set A k = {(x,y)/-oo < x < 00; 0~y < 00 and f(x+k) > y} .
Assume that the correlation function r k = EXo~satisfies (i) r k ::; roo f(x) A f(x+k)dx Borel-Cantelli Lemma if we show that l~=l P(k) < 00. To compute P(,\), we find lower bound on the correlations of~" t k < j < t k l' We first note that as a J --+ result of the assumed conditions, r k~0 and for sufficiently large k, r k~r i V i < k. Now for j <~, P(,\) = P( max t k <j <t k
where M* is maximum of n independent standard normal variables and U also n * standard normal, independent of M. An upperbound for the R.H.S. of (3.6) is , we get the first probability in the R.H.S. of (3.8) to be atmost (3.9) ) . .~x
The proof of the result ,lI,t P(v < B + x/Y ) = exp(~e ) can be greatly nn 'n n~1 reduced by the observation Ik/rk~= B(rk)/rk~and the result of Darling and
Erdos [3] as given in (3.1) of Robbins and Siegmund [10] . Darling and Erdos do not state their result in the form (3.1) of [10] . Also their proof of Theorem 1 in [3] is quite complicated. Theorem 1 of [3] is a particular case of Theorem 2.1 and the last part of Theorem 3.1 offers an alternative proof for (3.1) of [10] .
